Collaboration in maritime
When, where, and how?

Does the Silicon Valley model fit?
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Danish Maritime Forum: sticky notes
How do we create a Silicon Valley of Maritime?
Where’s the overlap with maritime?

• **Silicon Valley is not a place, it’s a state of mind**
  – It has critical mass of specialists and support teams
  – It has a diversity of backgrounds and cultures
  – It shares information
  – It encourages experimentation
  – It treats failure as progress towards success
  – It rejects formality and hierarchy

• **Silicon Valley has shortened timeframes**
  – It doesn’t think in decades, it thinks in days
  – It’s a young person’s game
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• Are built around more than one sector of shipping
• Recognise that a maritime cluster alone can no longer guarantee economic independence
• Respect the past but look to the future
• Evolve at different speeds
• Show focus even at a time of uncertainty

How do we create a Silicon Valley of Maritime?
The next maritime Silicon Valley?
Thank you for listening